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Celebrity cruises ships new

The 2,886 guest of Celebrity Silhouette is the fourth ship in Celebrity Cruises equinox class, following her sister ships Celebrity Equinox, Celebrity Equinox and Celebrity Eclipse. Only Celebrity Reflection is the newest ship in class. The first ship of Fame's next class of ships, Celebrity Edge, launched at the end of 2018. While those who have sailed on any of the sister ships will
find Celebrity Silhouette familiar, the ship has two new restaurants and several new locations that like travel passengers. These photos from the interior of Celebrity Silhouette help show the similarities and differences between this ship and its (slightly) older or younger sisters. 01 20 Linda Garrison Celebrity Silhouette AquaSpa is in this lovely waiting area with a full menu spa
treatment for guests on the cruise ship. Proceed to 2 for 20 below. 02 linda garrison the Persian garden is a great area of AquaSpa where guests can relax before or after spa treatment. Heated stone salons take soreness out of tired muscles and aches and pains. Proceed to 3 for 20 below. 03 20 Linda Garrison Like most modern cruise ships, Celebrity Silhouettes is a modern
gym with all the latest exercise equipment. Fitness staff also teaches a variety of classes and gives lectures/presentations on fitness/wellness topics. Since the fitness center has many windows, they get their use of the treadmill with great views of the sea. Proceed to 4 for 20 below. 04 20 Linda Garrison Solarium Indoor Pool is an adult-only Celebrity Silhouette cruise ship. 눇The
staff is very friendly and helpful. Proceed to 5 for 20 below. 05 linda garrison Solarium pool and comfortable seating area is a popular place for adults to relax or swim. Proceed to 6 for 20 below. 06 20 Linda Garrison Will surely walk slowly in modern corridors and sections of celebrity silhouette. It is interesting to see and explore the art and interior design a little more closely.
Proceed to 7 for 20 below. 7/20 Linda Garrison Through the driveway through the Ensemble Lounge connects the stern dining room on deck 5 of the remaining Entertainment Deck locations. Proceed to 8 for 20 below. 08 20 Linda Garrison's entrance to the Entertainment Deck area of the Celebrity Silhouette cruise ship has some distinctive art as a piece in this photo. Proceed to
9 to 20 below. 09 20 Linda Garrison Computer Classes apple products and software are taught on the iLounge Celebrity Silhouette cruise ship. Proceed to 10 to 20 below. 10 20 Linda Garrison HIdeaway on Celebrity Silhouette is a quiet place that is perfect for reading and relaxing. Proceed to 11 to 20 below. 11 20 Linda Garrison Hideaway area of Celebrity Silhouette features
quiet spaces to read, think, or just away from it all. Proceed to 12 to 20 below. 12/20 Linda Doesn't this nest look like a cocoon? It's in a hideout on the Celebrity Silhouette. Proceed to 13 to 20 below. 13 20 Linda Garrison Many bridge players and those who enjoy a card or board game when cruise vacations appreciate this lovely card room. Proceed to 14 20 down. 14 20 Linda
Garrison Tree is found in the atrium of all ships in the Equinox class. This photo shows the famous atrium tree on the Celebrity Silhouette with the library. Proceed to 15 to 20 below. The 15 of 20 Linda Garrison's The Library on the Celebrity Silhouettes have comfortable seating and offer a quiet, readable place. The seats are comfortable, and this setting promotes quiet thinking.
Proceed to 16 to 20 below. 16 20 Linda Garrison Teens love this brightly colored venue called The X Club. This is the perfect place to gather and have fun with new cruise ship friends. Proceed to 17 20 down. From 17 Linda Garrison, guests can enjoy the celebrity silhouette of the cruise ship art studio with drawing, painting, beading and culinary arts. Proceed to 18 to 20 below.
18 20 Linda Garrison All cruise ships in celebrity equinox class in the tree atrium. This photo shows one Celebrity Silhouette. Proceed to 19 20 below. 19 20 Linda Garrison Grand Foyer Celebrity Silhouette makes a grand statement. Musicians often perform at the bottom of the Grand Staircase, and their music can be heard in many places overlooking the Grand Foyer. Proceed
to 20/20 below. 20 20 Linda Garrison Grand Foyer on the Celebrity Silhouette cruise ship is bright, open and modern. It's the center of the ship, and many lounges and shops overlook grand foyer. Credit: Courtesy Celebrity Travelers:100 Best: Active travelers are looking for an expedition-style trip with traditional cruising amenities. Sails: Galápagos Islands Look: Darwin's Theory
of Evolution was born in Galápagos, and ever since he documented his trip, this island chain has a bucket list of nature lovers everywhere. The first Celebrity expedition ships, the 100-passenger Xpedition sails to the Ecuadorian archipelago all year round, providing plenty of time to look only-in-the-Galapagos wildlife like blue-legged, sea iguanas and giant turtles. Related:
Discover the 100+ Ships T+L Cruise Finder Credit: Courtesy Celebrity Advertising Advertising Credit: Courtesy Celebrity Darwin's Restaurant, the main dining room, is the only place open for dinner, and many of the ingredients are regionally sourced, with Galapagos seafood, fruits and vegetables served up at night. You can also use 24-hour room service and once on each
cruise, there's a barbecue on deck that gives you the opportunity to eat under the stars. For lunch, travelers can go to Darwin or watch outdoor Beagle Grill hamburgers, hot dogs and sometimes seafood grilled live Deck. Credit: Courtesy Celebrity There is no need to point out that bar bill: Unlike otherCebrity ships, most drinks are covered by your cruise ticket, including soft drinks,
spirits, coffee and tea, and lots of wines. Additional fees are also packed at your price, as are all excursions and snorkeling equipment. Advertising Credit: Courtesy of Celebrity As many amenities as you can find on board, this cruise is really about getting off the ship with local guides and checking out the wildlife Darwin made famous: Search for blue-legged boobies on Daphne
Island, see sea lions on Santiago Island, snorkel sea iguanas around Santiago Island, and snap pictures of giant turtles at Charles Darwin Research Station. Credit: Courtesy celebrity if you're looking for nightlife, this is not a ship for you. When guests gather in the discovery lounge after dinner, they get most of the drinks in bed early so they can rest well for the next day's
activities. Between excursions, travelers can go to the sun terrace to soak up the hot tub on the top deck or massage at the spa. Spa.
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